
Playing single notes

Technique 

When learning to play guitar it is very important to hold the guitar and push down on the 

strings in the right way.  Another way to say that you are holding the guitar in the right way is to 

say that you are using the correct Technique.  

eventually become a great guitarist.  If you fail to use the correct technique you will be limited 

in your abilities. 

Right hand (picking hand) Technique 

With the right hand it is important that;

1. You are holding the pick

2. Your palm remains in contact with the bridge of your guitar.  When done correctly you 

will find that the movement will come from your wrist and not your elbow.
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Playing single notes / Lead Guitar 

When learning to play guitar it is very important to hold the guitar and push down on the 

strings in the right way.  Another way to say that you are holding the guitar in the right way is to 

say that you are using the correct Technique.  If you use the right technique all the time you will 

eventually become a great guitarist.  If you fail to use the correct technique you will be limited 

Technique  

With the right hand it is important that; 

You are holding the pick correctly as shown in lesson 1 between thumb and first finger.

Your palm remains in contact with the bridge of your guitar.  When done correctly you 

will find that the movement will come from your wrist and not your elbow.

 

When learning to play guitar it is very important to hold the guitar and push down on the 

strings in the right way.  Another way to say that you are holding the guitar in the right way is to 

ht technique all the time you will 

eventually become a great guitarist.  If you fail to use the correct technique you will be limited 

correctly as shown in lesson 1 between thumb and first finger. 

Your palm remains in contact with the bridge of your guitar.  When done correctly you 

will find that the movement will come from your wrist and not your elbow. 

 



Lesson 2 cont. 

 

Left hand (fretting hand) Technique 

With the left hand it is important that; 

1. You are using the tips of your fingers and not the pad of you finger to press down on the 

string. 

2. Your fingers are standing up on the fret board. 

3. You are supporting the finger pressure with your thumb.  Make sure you thumb is 

straight and relaxed. 

 

Give student workout part 1 with open string picking exercise and chromatic exercise  

 

GOAL  5min workout open picking and chromatic exercise = to build control and coordination 

over the left and right hand technique. 

 

When playing these exercises be careful to; 

1. Play it slowly 

2. Pay careful attention to the movement of both left and right hands 



How to Read Guitar Tablature

Guitar Tablature is special music written just for guitar.

but is really very different.   As a guitarist it is important to know how to both Tablature a

standard notation.  

Reading Tablature is very similar to reading a chord diagram.  In the same way that chord 

diagrams are a picture of your guitar fret board

board. 

Example 1 

The lines on the tab represent the strings o

lines represent what fret to play the note behind on that string. See 

Example 2 

 

How to Read Guitar Tablature 

Guitar Tablature is special music written just for guitar.  Tablature looks like standard

but is really very different.   As a guitarist it is important to know how to both Tablature a

Reading Tablature is very similar to reading a chord diagram.  In the same way that chord 

picture of your guitar fret board. Tablature is also a picture of the 

esent the strings on the guitar seen in example 1.  The numbers on the 

lines represent what fret to play the note behind on that string. See Example 2

 

Tablature looks like standard notation 

but is really very different.   As a guitarist it is important to know how to both Tablature and 

Reading Tablature is very similar to reading a chord diagram.  In the same way that chord 

Tablature is also a picture of the Guitar fret 
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How to Read Guitar Tablature Page 2.

 

“0” on the tablature means that you play the string open with NO fretted note.  In 

you can see a “0” on the 6
th

 string.  This would mean that you would pick the E string with 

nothing fretted by the left hand.

In example 2 you see the 3 in the first bar.

the 3
rd

 fret on the 4
th

 string and then pick that note.

Remember that just like reading English we read from left to right.  J

tablature is also broken up into Bars 

See if you can play the example below.

 

You may notice that Tablature has no rhythm marking and does not tell you how long to play 

the note.  This is the main disadvantage to Tablature and why it is important to learn how to 

read standard notation.  
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Right hand warm up

Technique tips (picking hand)

2.  Rest palm on bridge

3.  Hold pick between thumb and 1st finger only

1.  Use alternate picking

5 min Guitar workout 

Level 1A

⁄

⁄

Chromatic exercise

⁄

Technique tips (fretting hand)

1.  Finger per fret

2.  Use alternate picking

3.  Fretting with finger tips and thumb only
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Home work / what do I need to work on this week?
 

1. Continue to work on chord song with the goal of quick chord 

changes. 

2. Practice “5min guitar workout level 1A” remember to use the 

correct technique for both the left and right hand. 

3. Continue to use the practice log after practicing each day.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Week 2 

Home work / what do I need to work on this week?

work on chord song with the goal of quick chord 

Practice “5min guitar workout level 1A” remember to use the 

correct technique for both the left and right hand. 

Continue to use the practice log after practicing each day.

 

Home work / what do I need to work on this week? 

work on chord song with the goal of quick chord 

Practice “5min guitar workout level 1A” remember to use the 

correct technique for both the left and right hand.  

Continue to use the practice log after practicing each day. 
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